The Gin List
Bathtub – Ableforth's, Atom Supplies,
Tonbridge.

43.3% Distilled with botanicals and then some is infused with a further six botanicals, capturing the vibrant flavours of orange
peel, cassia, juniper, coriander, cardamom and clove. Leaving our gin with its distinctive botanical hue.

Bombay Sapphire Laverstoke Mill,

40% Juniper, lemon peel, coriander, angelica root, orris root, grains of paradise, cubeb, cassia bark, almonds, liquorice.

Brennen & Brown Colonial
Cheltenham

43% Smooth, crisp with fresh French juniper at the forefront, citrus notes of lemon and orange, exquisitely finished. E ffervescent
lively, juniper.

Brighton Gin

40% Made with a pure wheat spirit– super smooth, and without any of the nasties that can give you a sore and sorry head – which
we re-distill with juniper, fresh orange and lime peel, locally-grown coriander seed (the first UK commercially grown coriander seed in
over 200 years) and milk thistle, which is indigenous to the South Downs and renowned for its kindness to the liver function. Soft,
fruity & smooth.

Brockmans – Woking

40% Citrus, coriander, berries, pine & lavender, smooth.

Campfire – Puddingstone Distillery,

Ten carefully selected botanicals, including rich rooibos, sweet, fresh orange, hazelnut and piney juniper are distilled with the finest
UK wheat spirit. The result is a gin that leads with a citrus nose and juniper palate, has a rich middle and sweet end that builds.

Caorunn Balmenach Distillery,

Cromdale, Cairngorm National Park.

41.8% Carefully handcrafted in the Scottish Highlands, Caorunn expertly infuses five locally foraged gin botanicals. Artisanal
and small batch, beautifully mixing the rugged charm of Speyside with the urban sophistication of modern Scotland. Rowan
Berry, Bog Myrtle, Heather, Coul Blush Apple, Dandelion Leaf .

Cheltenham – The Cheltenham Gin

40% Juniper, citrus, botanicals and spices.

Whitchurch, Hampshire.

Lower Icknield Way, Wilstone, Tring.

Co. Broadway, Worcestershire

Cotswold Dry Gin
The Cotswolds Distillery, Phillip's Field,
Whichford Road, Stourton.

Daffy's - Strathmashie Distillery,
Cairngorms.

Drumshambo Gunpowder

46% A delectable blend of nine carefully considered botanicals, including lavender from here in the Cotswolds. Our IWSC Gold
Award winning gin is clean and balanced with juniper and citrus notes
43.4% ABV Eight botanicals including Lebanese mint and Spanish citrus. The bottle design, incidentally, is the work of Robert
McGinnis. Citrus and floral nose, angelica & lemon finish.

Co. Letrim, Ireland.

43% Oriental citrus, gunpowder tea & spices. An Irish gin from made with juniper, angelica, orris, caraway, coriander,
meadowsweet, cardamom and star anise as well as vapour infused oriental lemon and lime, fresh grapefruit and gunpowder
tea!

Foxdenton 48, Foxdenton Estate,

48% A lime scented, creamy, rich base, ideal for cocktails, juniper and coriander finish, best with lime and a straight tonic.

Buckingham.

Garden Swift – Capreolus Distillery,
Stratton, Cirencester.

Gordon's London Dry Gin

47% ABV 34 botanicals, including Sicilian blood oranges and British lime leaf (florals & honey not citrus). Multi-layered with ripe fruits,
sweet spices, resinous pine and floral notes.

37.5% In 1769 Alexander Gordon started his distillery in London and set about creating the recipe for a brilliant tasting gin.
Carefully distilled using a secret recipe. The distinctively refreshing taste comes from the finest hand-picked juniper berries and

a selection of other botanicals.
Hendrick's The Hendrick's Gin
Distillery Ltd, The Girvan Distillery,
Girvan.

Jawbox
Jawbox Spirits Co. Belfast

41.4% Hendrick's wondrous botanical signature consists of flowers, roots, fruits and seeds from the world over. They function
to complement and set the stage for our delicious duet of infusion: rose petal and cucumber.
43% Big, bold juniper and pine notes balanced with coriander and clean citrus that becomes more complex on the palate. Starts with
citrus and juniper developing into pepper, green angelica and subtle rootiness. Citrus with lingering juniper and pine with the quiet
complexity of the supporting cast.

Ophir (O-peer) G&J Greenall,

40% Soft camphor, some sweetness and oriental spices create a warm mouth feel that lingers but does not increase in
intensity. The recipe includes spicy Cubeb berries from Indonesia, Black Pepper from India and Coriander from Morocco

OX1 Chalgrove Artisan Distillery,

40% A taste of winter, rich spices, very moreish.
Distilled at 40% ABV using natural mineral water sourced in Oxfordshire and the finest botanics available. The name derives
from the central area of the city Oxford. A star in the making, all of which stems from its successful use of star anise, lavender
and cardamom its focal botanics. The star anise is allowed to infuse overnight with the pure grain spirit and other botanics and
is then distilled using our copper alembic stills. This ensures that the gin is smooth in taste and distinctive in flavour.

Warrington.

Chalgrove, Oxfordshire.

OX4 Chalgrove Artisan Distillery,
Chalgrove, Oxfordshire.

40% Complex, bosky, sweet edge.
Our OX4 Gin, which is distilled at 40% ABV uses natural mineral water sourced in Oxfordshire and the finest botanics available.
Taking its name from the cosmopolitan area of Oxford, OX4 is a dry, 'hoppy' gin. This truly remarkable flavour is achieved by
combining junipers, angelica, coriander and other botanics with English beer hops.

OX44 Chalgrove Artisan Distillery,

45% Full classical flavour with a citrus finish.
Our premium OX44 Gin (taking its name from the postcode of the distillery), is distilled at 45% ABV and uses natural mineral
water sourced in Oxfordshire in addition to the finest botanics available. In our distillation we use juniper berries, coriander
seed, angelica root, cardamom and black peppercorns to name but a few. We create our gin with care and dedication using our
copper alembic stills. This ensures that we produce a premium product. In addition, by not chill-filtering we are able to retain
all of the flavours in our OX44 Gin.

Ramsbury Single Estate

40% Nine botanicals (juniper, fresh quince, cinnamon, liquorice, orris root, dried lemon peel, dried orange peel, angelica). Field
to table from the heart of Wiltshire. Using Horatio wheat and our own chalk filtered water source. Our distillery uses heat
generated by a biomass boiler fed by our own sustainable woodland. Our livestock are fed the spent wheat from the distillery.
Our waste water is cleaned by a wildlife friendly reed bed system. Managing every step from field to table means only the
highest quality products bear the Ramsbury ram's head.

Chalgrove, *Oxfordshire.

Ramsbury Brewing & Distilling Company
Priory Farm, Axford, Marlborough,
Wiltshire.

Sibling Original Gin
Dowdeswell Park, Cheltenham.

42% Subtle notes of fresh citrus and light juniper lead, while distinctive tones of vanilla and blueberry round off some of the
sharper fore-flavours and give the gin its characteristic smoothness.

Stratford The Shakespeare Distillery,

45% Juniper, herbals, citrus and florals.

Alscot Estate, Stratford upon Avon.

Tanqueray by Charles Tanqueray 43.1% The classic - recipe unchanged from the 1830's from just four botanicals. Recommended with lime.
The Botanist
Bruichladdich Distillery, islay.

46% Distilled with an additional 22 island botanicals such as creeping thistle, lady’s bedstraw, meadowsweet,tansy & sweet
gale.

Tiny Rebel Clwb Tiny Rebel Brewing

4.2% A burst of Welsh gin and tropical fruit, based on the beer they brew, sweet fruits and tropical spices.

TOAD Oxford T.O.A.D. – The Oxford

46% A classic Juniper-forward gin with layers of bright citrus and aromatic made with a base of ancient organic grains.

TOAD Ashmolean

40% A spicy one based on world botanicals from the museum, followed by florals, orange and pine.

TOAD Physic

42.1% Juniper overlaid by herbaceous, savoury complexity.

Warner Edwards Elderflower

40% Harvested just once a year, we capture the very essence of a British summer’s day, from field to bottle in just a few short
hours. A beautifully balanced gin that is smooth, sweet and delicately fragrant with summer elderflower. Enjoy over ice or in a
refreshing G&T – summer in a glass.

Warner Edwards Rhubarb

40%Made using a crop of rhubarb originally grown in the kitchen garden of Buckingham Palace during the reign of Queen
Victoria. The rhubarb juice is extracted using a traditional fruit press and blended with our Harrington Dry Gin to produce an
alluring pink gin that is voluptuous on the palate with a sweet and tangy royal rhubarb explosion.

Whitley Neil Rhubarb & Ginger

43% The essence of rhubarb adds a tart crisp edge to a smooth English gin base whilst the ginger extract warms the palate for a
full-bodied finish. BOTANICALS: Juniper, Orange, Lemon, Orris Bark, Coriander Seed, Angelica Root, Rhubarb Extract, Ginger
Extract, Liquorice. “The Refresher”.

Williams GB

Chase Farm, Rosemaund, Herefordshire.

40% Britain’s first Single-Estate Gin. Juniper buds and berries are added to Chase Vodka in the belly of our copper carter head
style still, Ginny, for the driest finish. Then wild botanical infusions of cinnamon, nutmeg, ginger, almond, coriander, cardamom,
cloves, liquorice and lemon give our one-of-a-kind gin its distinctive flavour. From the maker of Tyrells crisps.

Williams Chase Seville Orange

40% A fine enhanced with a re-distillation through oranges from Seville.

Wood Bros. Black Bourton, Oxon

44% single estate, Following the age-old route of the one shot distilling technique, our Wood Brothers Single Estate Gin

Wern Industrial Estate
Newport

Artisan Distillery, Oxford's only distillery.

From Harrington, Northants.

From Harrington, Northants.

The Sovereign Distillery, Huyton Business
Park, Wilson Rd, Liverpool.

Chase Farm, Rosemaund, Herefordshire.

combines home-grown herbs, lavender, rosemary and dill, with traditional gin botanicals, such as juniper berries,
angelica root and citrus peels.

